
 

EUROLITE LED FX PAR-100 RGB DMX
Not the ordinary PAR Spot!

Art. No.: 51918640
GTIN: 4026397306774

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397306774

Weight: 2,80 kg

Length: 0.44 m

Width: 0.28 m

Heigth: 0.29 m

Description:

Not what it looks like!
Appearances are often deceiving. This can be proved once more with our LED FX-PAR 100.
Although it has the typical form, it is not a common PAR spot. Sounds strange, but that is the
way it is. Because there is one secret that lies behind the well known facade that transforms the
spot into a light effect, a flower to be exact. It is the plastic lens that can be held responsible for
that. The light of the each LED is projected as single beams and thus outstanding flower effects
are created. Equipped with 33 red, 30 blue and 30 green LEDs, this pretty neat device will
definitely put a smile on your face.

Features:

- Equipped with 93 LEDs: 33 x red, 30 x blue, 30 x green
- DMX-controlled operation or stand-alone operation with Master/Slave function 
- DMX control via every standard DMX controller
- 15 internal programs
- Fresnel foil in the color filter frame transforms the colorful light beams into extraordinary flower

effects

- Patterns and speed are adjustable via DIP switches
- Sound-control via built-in microphone
- Ready for connection with power cord and safety-plug
- Rugged housing with mounting bracket
- Advantages of LED technology: long life, low power consumption, minimal heat emission,

defacto maintenance free with brilliant light radiation
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 20,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 35,5 cm

 Depth: 29,5 cm

 Height: 25 cm

DMX channels: 3 

DMX connection: 3-pin XLR

LED type: 10mm

LED number: 93

Beam angle: 20° 

Dimensions (L x W x H): 355 x 250 x 295 mm

Weight: 2 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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